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I. Introduction. Let S be the class of semigroups, and let £ be those

members of S that are locally compact. We use the notation S<T

(S, FGS) to mean S is a subsemigroup of T. By SO F we mean both

S<T and 5 is dense in T. Finally, we introduce the notion of a

maximal semigroup; an element S in £ is said to be maximal in

£(S) if S is closed in all FG£(S) with S<T.

We first show that for each 5 in £ there exists a F in £ such that T

is maximal in £ and S<\T. Also, we show that there exists a non-

compact SE£ that is maximal in S. In fact, it will be shown that the

semigroups described by Hoffman in [l] and those of the Mostert

Type [2] are maximal in S.

II. Existence theorem. In this section we prove the existence

theorem and give most of the definitions and notation that will be

used throughout this note.

If S<]T, then T will be called an M(S) semigroup if T is maximal

in S, and T will be called an LCM(S) semigroup if F is in £ and T is

maximal in £.

For the existence theorem we will denote a semigroup by a triple

(S, F, m), where 5 is the set, F is the topological structure and m is

the multiplication function.

Existence Theorem. 7/ (S, F, m) G£, then there exists an LCM (5)

semigroup.

Proof. Let ¿ = inf {\n\ \ NQS, N = S}, where |iV| denotes the
cardinal number of N. We make use of the facts [3, pp. 50-52] that

I S| = 22" and if S< T, then   r| g 22".
Let F be a set with 22<i< Y\ and SQY, let Xx be the set of sub-

sets of F, let X2 be the set of subsets of Xi, let X3 he the set of func-

tions from FX F into F, and finally, for / in XiXX2XX3 let /(3) be

/(3) restricted to/(l)X/(l), where/= (/(l),/(2),/(3)).
Let C be the collection of all / in XiXX2XX3 so that/(3)(/(l)

X/(1))Ç/(1), (/(l),/(2), /(3))G£ and (S, F, m)< (f(l), f(2), /(3)).
Since there exists a g in XiXX2XX3 with g(l)=5, g(2) = F and
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|(3)= m, CjîÇO. Partially order C by: if/, / are in C, then/=7 if

and only if if(\),f(2), /(3))<(/(l), 1(2), 1(3)).
Pick a maximal chain Z) from C, and let 7? = U{/(1)|/G7?}. Let

ft= { 17Ç721 Ur\f(l)Ef(2) for all / in 7)}. Define w: RXR-^R by
»(*. y)=/(3)(x, y) where/G7) and/ is such that (x, y)G/(l)X/(l).

By [4, p. 131], (/(l),/(2)) is an open subspace of (7?, a) for each/

in D. Since 7? is a chain and (/(l), /(2)) is open in (l(i), 1(2)) when-

ever/^/, (7?, a) is locally compact and Hausdorff. Since (7?, a) is a

locally compact Hausdorff space, {UQRXR\UíMf(l)Xf(í)) is

open in/(l)X/(l) for all/ in D} is the product topology on RXR-

By [4, p. 132], w is continuous. Therefore, (7?, a, w)G£ and (5, F, m)

<(R, a, n).
Let (T, F2, p) be an element of £ with (7?, a, w)<] (T, F2, p). Then,

since | T\ ^22 <| Y\ and 7?CF, there exists a one-to-one function

£ from T into F so that h\ R is the identity map on 7?. Clearly, there

exists a topological structure Fs and a piGX3 so that (7?, a, w)

<(h(T), Ft, pi) and (h(T), F», pi)E£- Let k be an element of C with

e(l)=A(F), k(2) = Fi and 1(3) =Pi. Since D is a maximal chain and

f^k for all /GA kED. Thus 0(1), fc(2), 1(3)) < (7?, a, w) and
*(l)Ç72ÇIjfe(l)=A(r). This completes the proof.

The following examples show that an LCM(S) semigroup need not

be unique. (1) Let Ti be the nonnegative real numbers with the usual

topology and multiplication. In §3, we show Ti is an LCM(S) semi-

group for any 5<iri. (2) In [5], Home describes a locally compact

semigroup with an open dense group P, where P is iseomorphic with

the positive real numbers with the usual topology and ordinary

multiplication and S—P is not a compact group. By the existence

theorem, there exists an LCM(S) semigroup 7"2 and clearly, T2 is

also a LCM(P) semigroup.

III. M(5) semigroups. In this section we describe a collection of

M (5) semigroups. In particular, we show why those semigroups in

[l] and the ones of the Mostert Type [2] are M (S) semigroups.

Theorem. Let S be an element of S, and suppose there exists a tin S

that has a compact neighborhood. Let S be such that for each T in S with

S<\T there exists a group of homeomorphism s G acting on T with the

following properties: (1) g(S) =S for all gEG, and (2) if U is an open

set in T with tEU and s ET, then there exists a gEG with g(s)EU.

Then SE£ and S is a M(S) semigroup for any Si G S with Si<iS.

Proof. Let T be an element of S with 5< T. Then, since S has a

compact neighborhood at ¿, there exists a set U (open in T) so that

tEUQS.
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Let x be an element of T. Then by (2) there exists an hEG so that

h(x)EUQS. By (1), h~1(h(x))=xEh-1(S)=S.    „

Corollary. Let S be an element of S which contains an dense group G

and a zero. If S has a compact neighborhood of zero, then SE£ and S is

a M (Si) semigroup for any Si in S with Si<S.

Using the above corollary and the fact [l] that a compact ideal

can be regarded as a zero, we have the following corollary.

Corollary. Let Si, • • ■ , Sn be elements of £ which contain dense

groups Gi, ■ • ■ , Gn respectively and compact ideals F, • • • , /„ respec-

tively. Then X"_i Si is a M (5) semigroup for any S in $ with

S< Xï.iSt.

Theorem. Let S be a M (5) semigroup with a 1, and let C be a com-

pact group. Then SXC is a M (Si) semigroup for any SiGS with

Si<SXC.

Proof. Let F be in S with SXC<\T, and let xET. Then there

exists a net {(g(a), h(a))\aEA } that is contained in SXC and con-

verges to x. Since C is compact, there exists a g in C, a directed set

B and a function 0 from B into A so that {h(8(ß)) \ ßEB} is a subnet

of {h(a)|aEA } that converges to g. Then {(g(d(ß)), h(d(ß)))\ ßEB}

converges to x and {(1, h(d(ß)))\ßEB} converges to (1, g). Since C

is a compact group, {(1, h(6(ß))~1)\ßEB} converges to (1, g-1).

Therefore {(g(6(ß)), h(6(ß)))(l, htfiß^-^ßEB} converges to

x(l, g-1). This implies x(l, g-^GCUSX {l})=SX {l}. Therefore,
xGSX {g} QSXC. This completes the proof.
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